The current article deals with some linguosemiotic types of conceptualizations in language and culture. By "liguosemiotic types" in this paper we mean such conceptual systems that include the entire synchronous domain of meanings, including the prehistory (i.e., evolution).
In other words, the transmission is a message related to the dynamics of the collective memory.
The transmission is diachrony, imprint (with the help of a material carrier, a connection is made between the addressee and the addressee) and eternity (thanks to the connections through the generation, a historical transmission horizon directed at the accumulation invariant is possible for all epochs). Since there is no perpetuation without materialization, for the purposes of transmission, the best approach is not linguistic accompaniment, but a cognitive scenario based on a cumulative function. The term "transfer" implies the transfer of information from generation to generation, and while the cycle of transmission is realized, our values and our culture live. People, according to Régis Debray, deliberately convey and perpetuate just "the most valuable for them", while projecting themselves into the common future (see : Debray, 2010: 15, 29, 50) .
The key cultural concept and its role in the reconstruction of Indo-European culture "The originality of the ideology of the family, characteristic of the Slavs, looks like an archaism in the Indo-European retrospective, highly productive in the cultural and cognitive terms (the problem of the etymological identity of the i.e. *gno-1 "to give birth, to be born" -*gno-2 "to know a person"). The originality of the ideology of the clan among the Slavs is vividly reflected in the aforementioned key word of the Slavic culture *svoj and in the collective archival individuality characteristic of the latter archaic. Further study of the root *svoj (i.e. -*su) is fruitful for the possibility of exploring ancient ideology from within: Slav. *sъ-mrtь "death" itself "its own plausible death" as an Indo-European archaism" (Trubachev, 1987: 60-61) . So it is known that the formant *su and the morpheme *r interact in the topic of kinship: Old English sweor, sweger, Russian свекор, свекровь (Old Indian svadhina "freedom", Russian cвобода). The key word of the Indo-European culture *sụe "its own" forms a layer of lexemes subordinate to a strict hierarchy: the names of kinship (*-r) listed above without brackets refer to Indo-Europeans as people, members of a society close to the genus, considered to be theirs and entitled to freedom, those the right to live in the territory of society (Polomé, 1982) . As most Indo-Europeanists believe, the word *sụe is included in the reconstruction scheme of the "anthropocentric" model of the world, viewed in a horizontal projection and corresponding, in their opinion, the concept of originality of the genus and clan ideology (Trier, 1942; Abaev, 1970; Polomé, 1982 Polomé, , 1985 Polomé, , 1989 Kolesov, 1986; Trubachev, 1987) . A key aspect of the "anthropocentric" model is the emphasis "on the contrast" inner-external, which prevails at every level of social structure and human relations. -writes E. Polome. -Inside his family, clan, tribe, the Indo-European is safe, when outside he is in danger. Inside his family, clan, tribe, he has all the necessary rights and privileges that rely on free members of society, as evidenced by the first element of the Slavic "freedom" and Old Indian svadhina -"free" (Polomé, 1982: 156) (compare also with Old Germanic, *frija -*frijond -"free", "friend", Hettite ara: arawa -"too" (Puhvel, 1984: 116-121) . In the Anglo-Saxon tradition, the idea of separation of its internal and hostile external is embodied in the motivation of the typologically similar name frithgeard, which served to denote "the place where calm and peace are affirmed".
All space appears conditionally divided into two spheres, and the inner frith is "peaceful"
(from Old English freo -"free", Old Indian.
priyate -"loves", Indo-European *pri "to love") (Holthausen, 1974) . This image is the type of relations that is "own" in the fence and the "alien" outside. It is the basis of reconstruction in the horizontal section, and the association of space within the fence with the territory of the free space, opposed to the external hostile, belongs to the core of the Indo-European conceptions, reflected in most historical traditions.
Thanks to the scrutiny of the root *svojь (Indo-European -*su), studies of the ancient ideology of the word death became possible: "Slav. *s-mьrtь death itself is a plausible death as an Indo-European archaism" (Trubachev, 1987: 60-61). The own death is a natural death. There is controversy among etymologists about the prefix *su in this word. It remains controversial: Does the prefix *su-in this word mean "own" or "good", i.e, is the own death also the good death? In any case, the natural death remains an invariant of the expressions. The direct designation of "natural" in essence coincides with the euphemisms "own", "good" (Stepanov, 2003: 9) . The Greek term "euphemism" has two opposite meanings: 1) "to pronounce words that bear a good omen"; 2) "Avoid words that promise bad things", whence and "keep silent" (Benveniste, 2002) . "The term "euphemism" comes from the Greek word euphemismos (eu -"good" and phemi -"say") -"I speak politely" (Arapova, 1990: 590) . Euphemism is the replacement of an undesirable expression and/ or a word with a neutral or positively connotated designation in order to prevent conflict in communication and/or to avoid unpleasant phenomena of reality (Baskova, 2009: 16 пре-выс-ить, вос-пре-пятствовать, пре-взо-йти) .
It is remarkable that the Old English word "east" (east, from the east) is treated in two ways:
1) the rising sun, illuminating everything around, Let us turn to the etymological dictionary of the Old English language, consider the internal form of the word "forðferan" ("die"), "forðfrednes" ("death"): 1. "faran" -a strong verb: "go", "move", "go", "leave", "act", "endure";
"gefaran" means "dying", "advancing", "taking over", "catching", "keeping"; English. "fare"; Old
Frisian, Old Icelandic "fara"; Old Saxon, Old High German, Gothic "faran"; Greek "περάω", "πείρω", "πόρο-ς"; Old Slav. "pera", "na-perja"; 2. "For" is a preposition: before, on the side, instead of, owing, in spite of; adverb "fer": English "for", Old
Frisian "for-", "ur-", "far-", "fir-", Old Icelandic "for-", Gothic "faúr", Latin "por-", Greek "πάρ (α)"; 3. "Ford" -an adverb: "further", "forward", "from here", "from there", "constantly", "still", "simultaneously"; preposition: "in time", English "Forth", Old Frisian, Old Saxon "cort" (Holthausen, 1974: 98, 112) . his wif 7 his sune waeron bebyried aet Fauresfeld <…> abbod of Burch <…> þa saeclede he 7 ward ded iiii Nonae Ianuarii <…>" ("In this year died the king Stephen, and he was buried where his son and his daughter were buried, at Favresfeld; they had made that minster <…> abbot of Peterborough <…> he sickened, and died on the 4 th of the nones of January <…>").
Interestingly
Note that euphemisms themselves are secondary, but sometimes they serve as a basis for word formation, as in the morpheme *su (су-мерть), which is a part of the Russian word "death", i.e., it's the own good death. Paradoxically, a euphemism can be the basis for the nomination of a neutral term. This is evidenced by the history of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles. The later lexemes "steorfan" (to die of hunger/cold) and "dēadian"
(to die) replace the "forðferan" (to die). It is noteworthy that then the Scandinavian borrowed word "deyja" (to die), the modern lexeme "to die", will become a part of English vocabulary, ousting the Old English words.
Conceptual cultural frames

It is believed that in different representatives
of related traditions we are talking about the same denotata (as if "things"), which correspond to the same concepts or develop the same archetype. Table. 1).
The above example shows that the differential characteristics need not necessarily be purely semantic, but can be, as in this case, syntactic and semantic-syntactic. In developed systems, in contrast to this example, the description is usually conducted along two independent lines -along the line of semantic signs that form a lexical meaning, and along the line of combining the words that form the distribution" (Stepanov, 1977: 301) So, the study of the interrelationship of cultural themes and language involves addressing certain groups of words held for centuries along with the fact that they are motivated, defined and mutually structured by a special construction of knowledge behind the given area of the dictionary.
In this sense, we can postulate the presence in the vocabulary of certain analogues of the concept of "frame" of cognitive linguistics, which have common grounds for images. However, the phenomenon that we postulate differs from the actual frame by the diachronic multilayer, resulting from a change in cultural notions.
The cultural frame can be embodied in the lexical net of the concept. The Old English lexeme synn "sin", according to the etymological dictionary (Holthausen, 1974: 340) Consequently, the concept sin directly varies from the depth of religious knowledge, from the adoption of Gospel wisdom, regardless of the social status of the sinner.
Layers and layers in grammar.
Grammatical concepts in language and culture
Sometimes for the verification of cultural content in texts, a more detailed study of layers or strata in grammar is required. To describe each layer of grammar, you need tools and concepts that may not be necessary at all for another layer.
This difference in categorization, carried out by a researcher, is often quite definitely vъden, and that the verbal morpheme *-en is here materially the same as in the name of the type of съма, има (similarity to the English morpheme -en is of course not essential here) (Stepanov, 1981: 334) .
Another material of the conceptualization
in the text is the material of the Old Germanic languages, in particular, the Gothic, where the category of animate/inanimate characteristic of the Proto Indo-European is still preserved as a relic phenomenon in the paradigm of declension of Gothic nouns (Osipova, 1980) . In this case, the interrelation of language and culture is crucial "father" -"mother", or lupus-fagus, "wolf" -"beech tree", does not contain any indicators of gender differences between "masculine" and "feminine" in the structure of their word forms, because before that they all belonged to the same "animated" gender. In Latin, they differ only by agreeing with the same adjectives: with the words pater, lupus, adjectives of the masculine gender are consistent, and with the words mater, fagusadjectives of the feminine gender, i.e. a formal difference is achieved by clearly later means.
Among the words belonging to the old layer of "animate", there are no such semantic differences that would correspond to the later division into the "masculine gender" and "feminine gender", except for the few cases in all, when these words denote a female or a male. Thus, the form of the words lupus and fagus and their meaning -for those who do not know the whole Latin systemdoes not allow us to conclude which of them will be the word of the masculine, and which is the word of the feminine gender. This can be summarized as follows (Fig. 1) .
In other words, while the animate gender was transformed in the later system into a two- Greek. πλήρωσις; feminine "filling" and neuter.
πλήρωμα ("filling, completeness") and means of different grammatical forms of their names was not the absolute beginning of the category of animate gender, but continued deep traditions of Indo-European thinking (Stepanov, 1975: 128) . except for the few cases in all, when these words denote a female or a male. Thus, the form of the words lupus and fagus and their meaning − for those who do not know the whole Latin system − does not allow us to conclude which of them will be the word of the masculine, and which is the word of the feminine gender. This can be summarized as follows:
animate masculine Indo-European gender feminine inanimate neuter
In other words, while the animate gender was transformed in the later system into a twomembered masculine and feminine genders, the old inanimate gender acquired a new meaning (relative to the other two masculine and feminine genders), i.e. the value of the neuter genders. Knowing the common organization of the category of the gender in the Indo-European, many phenomena can be explained in the ancient Indo-European languages: Old Slavonic, Greek, Latin and new languages, for example, in Russian. Thus, the names of small animals whose sex differences are insignificant in the life of a person belong mainly to the feminine gender, by virtue of the general tendency of the feminine gender to designate not a common, but a kind of common. The names of celestial bodies, fire, day and night are remnants of the old animate kind; therefore in historical ancient Indo-European languages they are always both the masculine and feminine genders. Variations of the masculine and feminine genders in these cases turn out to be secondary particularities, conditioned by a specific system or even by a fragment of each individual language. Thus, in Latin, the word dies "day" was originally a masculine word, but then passed into the feminine gender under the influence of other words in -ies, and also influenced by the semantics of the correlative word nox "night" of the feminine gender. Obviously, from the point of view of the inherited nominal classification, this is already a particularity; the decisive importance is the belonging of this word to the "non-neuter" kind. The names of the action (and this takes place very consistently), for example, in the ancient Greek language is always masculine and feminine, while the names of the results of the action are always of the neuter gender; cf. Greek. πλήρωσις; feminine "filling" and neuter. πλήρωμα ("filling, completeness") and means of different grammatical forms of their names was not the absolute beginning of the category of animate gender, but continued deep traditions of IndoEuropean thinking (Stepanov, 1975: 128) .
The category of animate gender and its reflection in the paradigm of the declension of the ancient German nouns is interesting for us in the fact that in the system of the ancient Germanic 
